Abstract-Registration of an in vivo microscopy image sequence is necessary in many significant studies, including studies of atherosclerosis in large arteries and the heart. Significant cardiac and respiratory motion of the living subject, occasional spells of focal plane changes, drift in the field of view, and long image sequences are the principal roadblocks. The first step in such a registration process is the removal of translational and rotational motion. Next, a deformable registration can be performed. The focus of our study here is to remove the translation and/or rigid body motion that we refer to here as coarse alignment. The existing techniques for coarse alignment are unable to accommodate long sequences often consisting of periods of poor quality images (as quantified by a suitable perceptual measure). Many existing methods require the user to select an anchor image to which other images are registered. We propose a novel method for coarse image sequence alignment based on minimum weighted spanning trees (MISTICA) that overcomes these difficulties. The principal idea behind MISTICA is to reorder the images in shorter sequences, to demote nonconforming or poor quality images in the registration process, and to mitigate the error propagation. The anchor image is selected automatically making MISTICA completely automated. MISTICA is computationally efficient. It has a single tuning parameter that determines graph width, which can also be eliminated by the way of additional computation. MISTICA outperforms existing alignment methods when applied to microscopy image sequences of mouse arteries.
sequences, where frequent user interaction becomes extremely tedious.
In vivo microscopy images, which are fundamental to the study of significant research problems, such as the study of atherosclerosis [1] , pose several challenges to image sequence alignment. These sequences are often long, exceeding 1000 images. The motion artifacts are significant due to the cardiac and the respiratory motions. Intravital image acquisition is subject to changes in focal plane and drifts in the field of view due to gross tissue movement. The exact cause of this motion is unknown, but it is likely due to the drift of the microscopy stage and displacement of fluid in the living tissue throughout the imaging time. These factors, mixed together, create considerable challenges for the existing techniques available for image sequence alignment.
In the literature, much of the attention on microscopy image registration has been placed on registration models and methods between two images (2-D images or 3-D volumes). Some papers focus on element matching algorithms, for example, feature detection-based methods [2] , [3] , or intensity-based methods [4] , while others focus on transformation models, including linear, elastic [5] , [6] , spline-based models [7] , [8] . More robust methods use an intensity-based model for detection and a parametric motion model for transformation [9] , or contour-based model for detection and both a linear and a Navier equation model for transformation [10] .
The focus of this paper is on a complementary issue: the alignment of a sequence of images, which has received much less attention in the literature. In this respect, most of the existing body of work is based on an anchor image-based alignment that first lets the user select an anchor image, which does not change during the registration/alignment process. Few methods allow automatic anchor selection, with one such method found in [7] and [3] . Others choose an anchor image randomly from the middle of a sequence [2] . Another approach finds an anchor frame that maximizes the correlation with the remaining frames [11] , [12] . After anchor selection, the image frames are sequentially or recursively aligned to the anchor image, one after another.
The existing techniques of image sequence alignment often break down when the sequence contains an extended subsequence of poor quality images (as quantified by SSIM [13] or other suitable measures), such as those distorted by tissue motion. Also, these methods often do not work well on longer sequences, because the sequential alignment inherently accumulates registration errors. Our study here focuses on these issues.
Alternatives to the recursive alignment process have been proposed before by means of global alignment of an elastic volume [5] . For a set of time-sequenced images, the method simultaneously aligns all images to their few neighboring images (e.g., it considers five neighboring frames for each image frame) adjusting elastic parameters. The method is in principle a type of bundle adjustment [14] , which tries to refine transformation parameters for a set of images simultaneously. Bundle adjustments are known to be slow, in general, and do not scale well, as computational cost becomes prohibitive for longer image sequences. Besides, there are a multitude of parameters (over 15) in the method [5] that need to be carefully tuned. The method [5] sometimes recommends a prealignment of the images sequence by rigid body transformation or translation for better results.
In this paper, we offer a completely automated and computationally efficient alternative, MISTICA, which overcomes the aforementioned roadblocks of the existing techniques. In any sequence of images, there are images that conform or register well with each other and there are nuisance nonconforming images that form impediments to a registration method. MISTICA creates a number of subsequences from the original sequence, where each subsequence reorders images starting with the most conforming to the least conforming images. Then, it registers the images in this new order in each subsequence. Registration error accumulation is reduced because substandard nonconforming images are registered at the end. In contrast, the elastic alignment method [5] attempts to overcome registration error accumulation by local adjustment of elastic parameters.
MISTICA selects an anchor image automatically, removing the burden of the user interaction. It has a single tuning parameter, graph width, measured in number of time-hops between two images, making it more user friendly than many existing techniques. Our experiments show that for a number of image sequences, the registration performance is robust to changes of graph width value within a wide range. Furthermore, we show that with some additional computational overhead, the requirement to input a graph width can be relaxed.
The concept used in MISTICA first appeared in a peer reviewed conference communication [15] . Here, we report the motivation and insight of the algorithm in detail with extensive experiments and comparisons. MISTICA uses weighted minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm [16] , which is to our knowledge the first to be deployed on the image sequence alignment problem.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
We first make an observation that typical methods for aligning a sequence S = {I 1 , I 2 , . . . ., I n } of images follow a generic algorithm as outlined below.
Generic Image Sequence Alignment:
Step In this framework, probably the simplest possible algorithm is a fixed template matching (TM) [17] for registration that first decides on an anchor image, say, I i , and considers the anchor as the fixed template. Then, such an algorithm registers every other image to the anchor image. In this case, m = n−1, and
Take another example, StackReg (SR) [18] , which follows the generic algorithm with two subsequences
Possibly the most severe limitation of the existing algorithms is their inability to correctly handle spells of images with poor quality or nuisance images. One such example image sequence is given in Fig. 1(a) , which illustrates six images in a sequence S = {I 1 , I 2 , .., I 6 }. Out of these images, I 2 and I 3 have poor quality, as depicted by shaded nodes in Fig. 1(a) . If one chooses I 1 as the anchor image, we have only one subsequence (m = 1) to register, i.e., S 1 = {I 2 , . . . , I 6 }. However, the images I 2 and I 3 are poor in quality (by some measure), which leads to propagation of the registration error in S 1 . On the other hand, if one chooses I 4 as the anchor image, we have two subsequences to register: S 1 = {I 3 , I 2 , I 1 } and S 2 = {I 5 , I 6 }. Now we have a slightly better situation that error propagation affects only S 1 , but not S 2 .
The next difficulty faced by many algorithms is the length of the subsequences. Many existing algorithms do not work well for longer subsequences, because of changing illumination, photobleaching of fluorescent dyes, or drift in the field of view. This adverse effect is further compounded by the presence of poor quality images.
A third issue involves user interaction to choose an anchor image. In fact, a number of the existing algorithms require the user to choose an anchor image. Our example here shows that the registration error propagation can be mitigated with a careful selection of the anchor image. For example, the choice of I 4 over I 1 (in this example) would most likely yield a better registration. In practice, where the length of the image sequence may be in hundreds, browsing through images and looking for the anchor can be tedious and error prone.
MISTICA overcomes these difficulties by creating a weighted MST, which is explained with the aforementioned example. We consider a graph on the input image sequence, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , where a graph of width 3 is constructed, considering the images as the nodes of the graph. Here, two nodes (i.e., images) are connected by an edge, if they are within a distance of 3 in the time axis on the sequence S [see Fig. 1 
Our algorithm in MISTICA suitably constructs nonnegative edge weights for the graph. For example, between good (i.e., conforming) and poor quality (i.e., nonconforming) images, the edge weights would be large, whereas between good quality images, the weights would be smaller. Next, we compute a weighted MST on the graph shown in Fig. 1(b ). An example MST is shown in Fig. 1(c) . If one now considers I 4 as the anchor image, we obtain m = 3 subsequences:
Note that I 2 and I 3 appear at the ends of the subsequences S 1 and S 2 , and, therefore, do not propagate registration errors. If we consider I 1 as the anchor image, we obtain S 1 = {I 2 }, S 2 = {I 4 , I 3 }, S 3 = {I 4 , I 6 , I 5 }. Once again, error propagation is prevented.
We note that the subsequences in the generic alignment algorithm can be overlapping. Under such circumstances, the generic algorithm remains well defined if and only if a condition holds. To define this condition, we consider the notion of an alignment path for an image I j , consisting of a sequence of images that starts at the anchor image I i and ends at I j . Suppose, I j appears in two subsequences S k and S l . Then, there are two alignment paths for I j , one each from S k and S l . These two different paths lead to ambiguity, because it will yield two different transformations for I j along these two paths. So, the algorithm is forced to consider only one alignment path, discarding all others, even if more than one path exists. We conclude that the alignment paths for all images must be unique for the generic algorithm to be well defined and will yield a valid alignment result. The uniqueness of alignment paths has a natural algorithmic consequence that the subsequences must now form a tree rooted at the anchor imfage I i . This is the reason we construct a spanning tree, viz., a MST to compute these subsequences. In the next section, we also show that when the alignment paths are unique (equivalently, when the subsequences form a tree), the alignment algorithm is the most efficient.
Note that by construction, MST tends to put the nonconforming images as leaf nodes in the tree. Otherwise, a nonconforming image would be an internal node in the tree and MST would have chosen more than one expensive edges coming out of this image-a situation that MST would avoid by all means. Thus, MISTICA decomposes the original image sequence into smaller subsequences and these smaller subsequences contain nonconforming images toward their end. This way, registration error propagation is minimized. Simple TM method goes to one extreme in that it subdivides the input sequence into the largest number of subsequences, preventing any error propagation due to nonconforming images. Since the sequences are long, our experiences suggest that the anchor image in simple TM ultimately cannot adapt to the illumination changes and drifts, even with measures such as normalized cross correlation. The sequential methods, such as SR [18] , resides on the other extreme end of the spectrum that it divides the input sequence, into at most two subsequences. So, they can adapt well to the drift and change of illumination; however, they fail to handle the occurrences of nuisance images. MISTICA achieves a balance between these two extremities.
Automatic computation of the anchor image can be straightforward in MISTICA, which finds out a node midway between the first and the last node on the path in the MST. In the example provided by Fig. 1(c) , I 1 -I 4 -I 6 is the path between I 1 and I 6 . Thus, the anchor image would be I 4 , by this computation. Since the nuisance images tend to occur toward the end of a subsequence S k , automatic anchor computation never chooses such an image as the anchor image.
We note that alternatives to MST exist for a choice of a spanning tree, such as the shortest path spanning tree (SPST). However, automatic computation of an anchor image will be computationally more expensive, as a root image would be required to calculate a SPST. Thus, we chose a computationally attractive alternative, MST, in MISTICA.
III. PROPOSED MST-BASED ALIGNMENT: MISTICA
The MISTICA algorithm steps are as follows.
Step 1: Construct a graph for the input image sequence (see below).
Step 2: Construct a weighted MST on the graph.
Step 3: Compute the path on the MST between the first and last images in the input image sequence. Find an image that is midway on this path. Set this image as the anchor image.
Step 4: Do a breadth (or depth) first traversal of the MST starting at the anchor image (root node). Store identity transformation matrix at the root node. While there are nodes in MST yet to visit, do Get the next node C in the traversal order. Get the parent node P of C. Get the image I C stored at C. Get the image I P stored at P. Compute a transformation matrix T to register I C to I P . Retrieve the transformation matrix T P stored at node P.
Update T by multiplying with T p : T ← T p T . Store T at C. End While.
Step 5: Visit each node of the MST in any order to transform the image stored at the node by the corresponding transformation matrix stored at the same node.
The graph construction needs to be detailed. The edge weights are constructed as follows:
where the function R(X, Y) returns the registered source image Y with respect to the target image X. The norm (||.||) here denotes the sum of absolute differences of pixel values between two images. By convention, no edge with infinite weight is constructed. The sparsity of the graph depends on user defined graph width parameter δ. A smaller value of δ enforces greater sparsity. Note that for δ = n−1, we construct a complete graph.
We call the graph constructed with edge weights (1) an exact graph, because the edge weights between two images are computed after the pair is registered with each other. The overhead with the exactmethod is dominated by this graph construction, where O(δn) image registrations are performed.
We also consider another variant for graph construction, which is computationally more attractive. We call this variant an approximate graph, because no image pairs need to be registered for computing the edge weights. This is defined as follows:
where the function sub(·) downsamples an image, to mitigate the effect of motion in the pixelwise image difference. For downsampling, we resize images by one-fourth in both the horizontal and the vertical direction in all our experiments here. Then, an antialiasing Gaussian smoothing is applied to the resized image.
With the approximate edge weight construction (2), MISTICA achieves the computational lower bound for an image sequence registration, because only n−1 image registration operations are performed. This is the computational lower bound, because every image, except the anchor image, must be registered at least once.
IV. RESULTS

A. Datasets
We performed registration experiments on six microscopy 2-D datasets of mouse arteries. The details of the experimental setup and image acquisition have been reported in [15] and [1] . These sequences vary in lengths from ∼350 to ∼1100 images. We denote these six datasets by (a) through (f), going from the top to the bottom, respectively, in Fig. 2 , which also displays the first and the last images of these sequences. In addition, we have also performed registration on three 3-D microscopy image sequences. Three-dimensional image acquisition has been detailed in [1] . For the 3-D datasets, the stacks of 2-D images form a time series. These 3-D stacks are referred to as Z-stacks. Maximum intensity projections of the Z-stacks (also known as max Z projections) are a way to visualize the 3-D data [1] . The 3-D datasets are referred to as datasets (g), (h), and (i) and their 
B. Competing Methods
For the 2-D datasets, we consider a TM [17] , an adaptive version of the template matching (ATM), SR [18] and register virtual stack slices (RVS) [7] , [3] , and descriptor-based series registration (DBSR) [2] as competing methods to MISTICA. In TM, ATM, and SR, the first image is chosen as an anchor image, while RVS and DBSR do not need a choice of an anchor image. Incidentally, MISTICA can also choose an anchor image automatically. In TM, the anchor image is registered to every other image and remains fixed during the registration process. In ATM, the anchor image is set as the target image at the beginning, and, then, it changes as a pixel-by-pixel linear combination of the current registered source and itself. It is nontrivial to set this coefficient of linear combination. In all the experiments with ATM, we set this coefficient as 0.5, so that equal emphasis is given to the target and the source images. The frameworks of RVS and SR are similar in that they work on a forward or backward time-sequential order for alignment starting from the anchor image. DBSR uses a global alignment scheme for the images as in [5] . However, the DBSR plugin in Fiji [6] does not use elastic registration, unlike the method in [5] . While TM, ATM, SR, and MISTICA all use the intensity-based method TurboReg plug-in [20] in ImageJ, RVS and DBSR use a feature detectionbased technique. For the 3-D datasets, we consider DBSR and the "Poorman's 3D registration" method (P3D) of ImageJ, written by Michael Liebling of UCSB [19] . We listed all competing methods in Table I . MISTICA software can be downloaded from http://webdocs.cs.ualberta.ca/∼nray1/MyWebsite/Codes.htm.
C. Experimental Setup
We have considered two registration models in all the experiments: translation and rigid body transformation within the registration function R(.,.). For TM, ATM, SR, and MISTICA, we have used the same implementation, TurboReg plugin for R(.,.) in ImageJ. We did not tune any parameters of the TurboReg plugin; we used the default parameter setting for all the methods. For the subsampling function sub(.) in the approximate graph weight computation, we used a downsampling factor of four for both the horizontal and the vertical directions followed by an antialiasing Gaussian filter. For RVS method in Fiji, the default parameter setting has been used. For DBSR parameter choices in Fiji, we used brightness of detections as "medium," approximate size of detection as "10 px," type of detection as "maxima only," number of neighbors as 10, redundancy for descriptor matching as 3. Other parameters in DBSR were set at default values.
D. Measuring Registration Accuracy
All the datasets described before are collected in vivo. Thus, it is practically impossible to obtain ground truth registration data for the sequences. We can only indirectly measure the registration accuracy. For this purpose, we use structural similarity index (SSIM) [13] , which is a well-established quality metric to compare two images. For a fair comparison, for an image sequence I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I n , the first image I 1 is considered the anchor image for all the methods. All other images are compared to this anchor image by SSIM scores
where the function SSIM(.,.) compares two images and produces a SSIM score between them. Next, we compute the mean μ and the standard deviation σ of s i 's. A higher value of μ implies a better alignment. In the error bar plots, the mean μ appears as a dot. Each vertical bar has a length of 2σ and is centered at μ.
E. Experimental Details
We use the abbreviations shown in Table I to denote the methods in comparisons. Fig. 4 shows the error-bar plots for the six 2-D datasets with all the methods. The registration model here is translation. We observe that all variations of MISTICA have produced better results than its competitors. Often MISTICA with approximate edge weights has exceeded MISTICA with exact edge weights for a graph width of 5. This behavior is consistent for all the datasets, because the approximate edge weight constructions had a chance to explore many more registration combinations. Note that we had limited the graph width to 5 for the exact method (1), because of practical computational consideration. We also note that the behavior of ATM is somewhat erratic across datasets, because the coefficient 0.5 for the linear combination may not have been ideal for all the sequences. Fig. 5 shows results similar to those in Fig. 4 , only with the registration model changed to rigid body transformation. This time, we observe that behavior of RVS is not as consistent as before. Overall, the performance of MISTICA has been consistent.
Next, we compare RVS method with a feature-based registration within MISTICA with approximate complete graph creation. Table II shows SSIM values for these two methods on the six 2-D image sequences. For the feature-based registration in both RVS and MISTICA, SIFT features [21] were used. The transformation model is rigid body transformation here. The results demonstrate that MISTICA is better performing between the two methods. This once again reinforces our assertion that MST-based reordering of images in MISTICA helps the registration of the entire image sequence. In another experiment, we added zero-mean Gaussian noise to images 101 through 200 of sequence (e). Fig. 6 shows two images-one without noise and another with noise. Thus, out of a total of 952 images, the sequence now contains 100 consecutive corrupted images. The mean and standard deviation of SSIM values of the unregistered (UR) noisy sequence and registered ones obtained by all the methods are reported in Table III. The transformation model for the registration considered here is translation.
From Table III , we notice that the feature detection-based RVS method could not generate any result for the sequence, because no reliable features could be detected for the corrupted images. Besides, within RVS, there is no mechanism to reject these corrupted images. SR method gave poor registration performance, because the sequential nature of the algorithm accumulated excessive registration errors, throwing good images almost out of the field of view (also see supplementary videos provided at: http://webdocs.cs.ualberta.ca/∼nray1/MyWebsite/ Codes.htm). Being a global method on sequence alignment, the performance of DBSR was only third after the two MISTICA methods (AMST100 and AMST200). ATM produced a performance that is close or similar to the UR input sequence. Among the sequential registration methods other than MISTICA, TM produced the best performance, because it completely decoupled the input image sequence into individual subsequences, each consisting of a single image and was able to withstand the error propagation. However, as we discussed before, this extreme end of subsequence generation by TM does not work well, because, as we go further away (in time axis) from the anchor image, the intensity and field of view may also change considerably, making the registration process harder.
We considered three different parameter settings in MIST-ICA with approximate edge weights that produced SSIM values better than its competitors and the UR sequence. This experiment is in agreement with our assertion that MISTICA is able to handle spells of poor quality images quite well.
MISTICA includes a single parameter-the graph width δ. An ideal graph would be a complete graph (δ = n−1) with the exact edge weights. Because of the computational burden, choice of δ, in practice, is limited to a lower value, such as 5, for the exact graph edge weight construction. For the approximate method of edge weight construction, we can easily construct a complete graph even for a 1000-image long sequence. However, the approximate method does not guarantee that with a complete graph, we will obtain the best registration performance. To see the effect of δ on the registration performance, we plotted errors with error-bar plots in Fig. 7 for the image sequence (e) with translation used as transformation. From these error-bar plots, we observe that around δ = 100, we obtain the best accuracy. However, the performance does not fall very quickly on larger values of δ. Also, for a wide range of δ (between 50 and 100), the registration performance is not as sensitive.
One can also consider a coarse-to-fine/pyramid approach with δ in MISTICA with approximate graph construction. For example, we can start the registration with a complete graph δ = n−1. Next, on the registered sequence, MISTICA is run with δ = (n−1)/2. This way the MISTICA can be run approximately log 2 (n) times. Thus, with the help of additional computations, one can waive the need for choosing a graph width parameter value. We ran this experiment on the 2-D dataset (e) with translation as transformation. The second row of Table IV shows the registration performance by running the aforementioned pyramid scheme. The third row shows the performance of running Fig. 4 . As an explanation of the performance gain, we offer that with the pyramid approach, we move from less restrictive to a more restrictive graph structure, progressively fine-tuning the registration. Application of MISTICA to 3-D datasets does not require any special extensions or constructions. However, in this case, MISTICA needs a complete and approximate graph for computational considerations. Thus, MISTICA selects an anchor image on the MST that is midway between the first image in the first Z-stack and the last image in the last Z-stack. Notice that this working principle of MISTICA applies in-plane 2-D transformations to the 3-D dataset for the course alignment, as opposed to a full 3-D transformation. After this alignment, an optional postprocessing can be made. Thus, we construct the max Z-projections and apply MISTICA with complete and approximate graph to this 2-D sequence of max Z-projections. Next, the transformation for each max Z-projections is applied to all the 2-D images belonging to the same Z-stack. This postprocessing closely resembles the working principle of a P3D registration method [19] and that briefly mentioned in [9] , which also apply in-plane transformations as opposed to full 3-D transformations.
Tables V-VII show the comparative results of these methods on the 3-D datasets (g), (h), and (i), respectively. Two-photon 3-D microscopy images only highlight a certain Z-section in the 3-D. Thus, for numerical comparisons, SSIM values are computed on the Max Z projection images and reported in these tables. The symbols, "T" and "R," within parenthesis signifie translation and rigid body transformations, respectively. The symbol "+PP" signifies that the aforementioned MISTICA-based postprocessing has been applied. We observe that all the methods have been able to raise the SSIM values significantly compared to those of the UR sequences. Even though MISTICA did not apply full 3-D transformations, its performance is often superior to that of the DBSR method, which is a global method applying full 3-D transformations. Tables V-VII also show that MISTICAbased postprocessing has been helpful. However, without the postprocessing MISTICA is still competitive. Finally, we examined the computation time required for each of these methods, as shown in Table VIII . All these methods ran ImageJ plugins on an Intel 3.4-GHz 16-GB Windows PC. We notice that MISTICA with approximate graph weight is 50% slower than TM, ATM, and SR. The extra overhead has been spent in constructing a complete graph for the image sequence (e). DBSR, being a global method of sequence registration has been the slowest of all the methods reported here.
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed and implemented a new algorithm, MIST-ICA, for coarse alignment of time-sequenced images. MISTICA has been designed to handle occurrences of poor quality images in long sequences, including noisy or low-intensity data, as well as images with distortion due to tissue motion. We achieved this by taking advantage of the observation that an alignment algorithm does not have to work with the natural temporal order in which images were acquired. An algorithm can reorder the images suitably and align those. A computationally efficient framework with MST has been proposed here. In fact, the MST-based algorithm, MISTICA, achieves a computational lower bound for the image sequence alignment problem. We have shown experimentally that MISTICA works well in practice. MISTICA is straightforward in use, as it only has one parameter, the graph width, to choose; the graph width parameter is adequate for robust performance over a wide range of scenarios. Finally, the anchor selection is also completely automatic in MISTICA.
